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'Do you have any UN- published Antarctic stories?'
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'Of course.'
Most writers have a 'bottom drawer' which these days is probably a file in
an earlier format which is hard to access or five computers ago.
'Is there one project you REALLY REGRET was never published?'
'Yes.'
'Antarctic Hot Ice Squad' series was based on the friendships and antics
of vehicles used on an Australia Antarctic Base . 'Weather' like BLIZZ
was the big threat. Envisaged as a' Thomas the Tank Engine goes to
Antarctica' for 4 year olds. Firstly for those beginning to read and then
when I met producer Cecile Blackman of Mumbo Jumbo Productions , it
became a pre-school animation concept looking for international backing.
Names were changed, several times and sample graphics created. But the
cheeky chopper twins were always female. However it's the friendship,
fun and problem-solving skills amongst the mischief-loving Antarctic
vehicles and vessels as pre-school characters which is the CORE of this
series. And the mishaps are from their viewpoints.
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Ever since I was a 2000-1 Australian Antarctic Division writerexpeditioner with ANARE travelling to Casey Station and we became
beset in the ice, I've written about Antarctica.

These included picture book (Antarctic Dad) , YA novel, 'Antarctica's
Frozen Chosen' , 'Antarctic Close-up' faction about the Mawson 1911-2
expedition for the National Library series) ' performance scripts and a
candid memoir 'Antarctic Writer on ice'. But the project which was
closest to my heart for fun and fact, was the vehicles,. I'm not a 'petrol
head' but I was intrigued by the size and ice workstyle and now I look at
all heavy vehicles with new interest. I understand why 4 year olds and
adults love them. Especially children needing order in their lives and who
like tracks and rails going somewhere predictable.
Originally I was intrigued by the vehicles on the ice. And wondered if
they talked to each other. Could I use the human Dieso (expedition
mechanic) or the SL (Station Leader) as the point of contact, especially
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on radio? Many changes. 'Ice' now has a different meaning from the
frozen stuff.
So from a writing perspective, there were a few challenges. Vehicles like
Haggs, Rubber Ducks and Quad bikes don't have voices, arms or even
faces. How could they talk? From which viewpoint could the story be
written? Or even performed? Naming them? Could I use brand names
like Hagglund? (He became Harrison the Hagg, the slow and steady,
reliable one ).

And then there was Speedy the Quad who was an impulsive adolescent
who 'hooned'.
Fortuitously, I met producer Cecile Blackman of Mumbo Jumbo
Animation via a Radio RPH event. One sunny day when wearing
sunglasses, we realised the eye-less, faceless vehicles could have glasses
or goggles to give focus. She thought the concept had animation
potential. And it's now 20 years since our serendipitous meeting and I've
enjoyed the process, but like many ambitious big projects, we didn't reach
final animation production internationally. So I'd like to get the stories
published in a more modest format, especially as so many schools LOVE
studying Antarctica.
I was tidying up old projects.This was the project which went through the
most formats, titles and 'near miss' contracts. So I revisited. Why was it
still in the bottom drawer?
Timing? Too big? Eco-politics and attitudes towards using fuel ? Or the
sheer cost of constantly upgrading graphics to pitch internationally the
range of characters and the fictional Antarctic base? Hard working
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producer Cecile was familiar with international rights and attended the
fairs, but said she needed more international production credits to attract
the co-production investments for broadcasting, distribution and the all
important merchandising. Although I was a known children's author, I
didn't have enough international scripting experience and was naive about
percentage rights deals which needed to be made.It was a LONG process.

Fashions change. Wheels are 'out'. Climate change is in. Antarctic retains
its mystique BUT
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Although I visited the real Australian Base of Casey, Windmill Base is
fictional and the layout combined rather than separate colour- coded
sheds. Then it became Snowcap Station. 'Hot Ice Squad ' became
'Snocomotion'.
Via the funny antics of quirky , hi tech vehicles, ice bergie bits and
mischievous wildlife , young readers could learn ways of co-operating
even under difficult circumstances such as the Blizz. Since the vehicles
are no-age, or specific culture, the child relates more easily and the series
appeals to a wider audience. The reassurance of the caring Dieso who
looks after everybody provides a role model of adult support. As a former
teachers' college lecturer I was keen on well structured stories for easy
reading.
The blend of hi tech, satellite tracking and yet the day- to- day
compassion required to live and work together conveys the message that
we all need each other, and that we have different skills. Interdependence
must be acknowledged, both in the ice world and at home.
Pre-schoolers love to identify with funny mix ups or embarrassing
moments and acceptable behaviour or safety messages transfer much
better when humour is used. Although hi tech vehicles are used, they
have child-like endearing foibles which are universal and the potential
visuals of Antarctica make this setting unique.
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Each story features a different vehicle. 'Getting the Wind Up' is
about the Blizz and how they must work together. Penguin Poo
Creche…..features Zip the Zodiac as a floating creche as parents line
up nappy clad waddlers to dive onboard. Lots of humour. But also
consideration for others. The difference is that the potential conflict
is the weather. This story was based on my personal Antarctic
experience of watching the penguins follow.
The Pandemic Lockdown is a good time to evaluate earlier work and
see if it has dated, or whether it could be 'tweaked' into another
format. I feel affection for the 'Hot Ice Squad' characters and would
like them to travel into children's imaginations.
Others agree that these adventurous vehicles would adapt well to mini
books...but not to 'smellovision' because there is no smell in Antarctica,
except the pungent penguin poo.

Hazel Edwards' Antarctic publications are here, with many resources for
classrooms.
Best known for 'There's a Hippopotamus on our Roof eating Cake'
(Puffin) series, which celebrates its 40th year in 2020, Hazel Edwards has
published over 200 books for children and adults. Currently she's cowriting the script adaptation of 'Wed Then Dead on The Ghan' with
Geoffrey Wright. Her co-written 'Hijabi Girl' will be performed by
Larrikin Puppeteers, post Pandemic.
Antarctic Writer on ice
Contact Mumbo Jumbo Animations. producer: Cecile Blackman
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